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Hackerott et al. (2017) report that Indo-Pacific lionfish "had no apparent effect on native 24 prey communities" (p. 9) on continuous reef-sites of the Belizean Barrier Reef (BBR).
25
Based on a lack of observational evidence, they challenge existing evidence for the 26 effects of predation by lionfish on native prey community structure and assert that 27 previous experimentally measured effects are inflated by "unnaturally high lionfish 28 densities" (p. 10). Managers may mistakenly interpret these conclusions as evidence 29 that invasive lionfish are of little concern and that active management of lionfish should 30 not be a conservation priority. We find the arguments presented in Hackerott et al.
31
(2017) unconvincing and potentially misleading. Here, we seek to re-evaluate their 32 conclusions in the context of the body of work on the lionfish invasion, and clarify advice 33 to marine resource managers in the invaded range. Specifically, we argue that (1) the 34 low lionfish densities observed in Hackerott et al. (2017) are not predicted to cause 35 observable lionfish effects-so the results offer no countervailing evidence; (2) the study 36 design is ill-suited to identify lionfish-induced changes in prey abundance, were they to 37 occur; (3) the analytical methods employed (correlation between lionfish and prey 38 densities) do not represent a BACI design nor offer a reliable test of predatory effects; 39 and (4) the authors minimize potentially important regional management activities that 40 could affect lionfish population densities and mischaracterize the body of lionfish 41 research that has come before. Scientists should rigorously challenge popular scientific 42 narratives. However, the foundation of such challenges must be carefully designed 43 experiments, sound methodology, and conservative interpretation of one's findings. 44 (incorporating lionfish  77 body size, density, and temperature-specific predation rates on mass-specific consumption) and 78 the biomass productivity of native reef fishes they consume (incorporating the effect of body size 79 and temperature on biomass production over time). The model predicts that predation effects are 80 nonlinear (i.e., lionfish effects begin to occur beyond a particular threshold of predation 81 mortality). Application of the model to estimating the densities at which lionfish consumption 82 outstrips prey production on both continuous (Green, 2013) of prey fishes, it is difficult to compare the fish communities on the reefs they studied with others 118 in the region, or to assess the extent to which this study represents a departure from previously 119 observed lionfish effects. 120 Figure 3 shows a significant negative correlation between 247 lionfish and damselfish densities, which the authors dismiss as "marginally significant" (p. 7) 248 despite a p-value of 0.03. Further, while not statistically significant given a p < 0.05 cutoff, the 249 direction and magnitude of their observed effects on all species (Fig. 3A) and on Labridae (Fig.  250 3B) are consistent with the hypothesis that lionfish predation causes reductions in these groups. 251
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It is also instructive that as they increase the arbitrary cutoff between "low" and "high" 252 lionfish reefs from 10/ha to 25/ha-still far lower than natural densities observed in most other 253 studies-the resultant p-values approach significance. This is a clear illustration of the statistical 254 relationship between effect size, noise, and sample size. Increasing the cutoff value for density of 255 lionfish in the "high" category increased the effect size to a point that approaches significance, 256 despite the concomitant loss of replication in the "high" category itself. 257
The authors mistakenly cite lack of evidence of a lionfish effect as evidence that effects are 258 absent, citing marginal p-values as evidence that native prey communities are unaffected by 259 lionfish. The hypothesis testing approach employed here sets a relatively high bar (p < 0.05) for 260 avoiding Type I error-mistakenly identifying a difference among treatments that is, in fact, due 261 to chance. However, the probability of not finding a difference that actually exists (a Type II 262 error) is not addressed by p-values but by calculating the power of the test. As the authors do not 263 report the probability of such a "false negative," the assertion that prey communities are 264 unaffected by lionfish is unsubstantiated. 265 and conservatively reflects naturally occurring densities and is justifiable given typical reef 277 configurations in a variety of locales across the invaded region. Further, we are unaware of any 278 researchers claiming that typically high patch-reef densities are directly comparable to densities 279 on continuous reef habitats. Clearly, in patchy habitats, lionfish (like most reef fishes) aggregate 280 disproportionately to high relief structures relative to the surrounding low relief sand and 281 seagrass. Experimental work integrating the timing and magnitude of lionfish effects on focal 282 patches and surrounding habitats has provided the first steps toward integrating an "effective 283 lionfish density" in patchy habitats (Benkwitt, 2016; Dahl & Patterson, 2014 
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